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Yankee Thrift
By Don C. Kelly

Once upon a time Fortune smiled and I acquired a
small group of Maine Nationals. Included was a $5
Brown Back from the National Traders Bank of
Portland (Figure 1). The note was preserved by
descendants of the Gould family. The note shown in
Figure 1 bears the signature of John A. Gould as
Cashier.

The most intriguing parts of the cache are shown in
Figures 2 and 3 — portions of three more "Gould notes".
The top note in Figure 2 displays the signature of
Theodore Gould as Cashier of The North Berwick
National Bank. The bottom note in Figure 2, a $5 series
1875 on The National Traders Bank, carries the Cashier
signature of E. Gould. This was Edward Gould, who
also served as Cashier of The Manufacturers' and
Traders' Bank', forerunner of The National Traders
Bank.

Figure 3 shows a portion of a $5 Brown Back on The
First National Bank of Bar Harbor at Eden, bearing the
signature of 0. C. Gould. Also shown in Figure 3 is a
note which reads, "Oliver's signature as Cashier. Don't
pay out". The warning "Don't pay out" suggests that
the entire note was saved originally and that the
signature-bearing segment was removed at a later date.
What prompted this syngraphic tragedy — the
dissection of a rare Brown Back in extremely fine
condition: The answer is "Yankee Thrift". Some
member of the banking family realized that in this case
at least, one could have the cake and eat it too. Even
with the signature strip cut away, enough of the note
remained to secure full redemption.

This story has a happy ending, for there were five
intact notes in the group — two in choice uncirculated
condition. Happily, family pride and a sense of esthetic
appeal prevailed over Yankee thrift.
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Corrections to listing in PM No. 84
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1929 -1935 National Bank Note Varieties,
Please make the following corrections which occurred

because of slipped decimal points:

Angola 	 Kwanza 	 (.03550)
Chile 	 New Peso 	 .0256
Spain	 Peseta 	 .0152

by M. Owen Warns
Correction

Please note that the supplement which appeared in
PM No. 84 is Supplement VII, not Supplement VIII as
stated on Page 338. The tabulation of supplements on
Page 339 is correct.
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